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The perfect combination of scholarship and accessible presentation for Christians who desire to

know how to better understand and defend their faith.Bestselling authors Ed Hindson and Ergun

Caner have brought together a who's who of apologetic expertsÃ¢â‚¬â€•including Lee Strobel,

Norm Geisler, Josh McDowell, and John AnkerbergÃ¢â‚¬â€•to produce a resource that's both easy

to understand and comprehensive in scope.Every entry provides a biblical perspective and

mentions the key essentials that believers need to know about a wide variety of apologetic

concerns, including...issues concerning God, Christ, and the Biblescientific and historical

controversiesethical matters (genetic engineering, homosexuality, ecology, feminism)a Christian

response to world religions and cultsa Christian response to the major worldviews and philosophies

of our dayIncluded with each entry are practical applications for approaching or defending the issue

at hand, along with recommendations for additional reading on the subject.
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Ed Hindson, assistant chancellor and dean of the School of Divinity at Liberty University in Virginia,

is speaker on The King Is Coming telecast and the author and general editor of 40 books. He holds

a DMin from Westminster Theological Seminary and PhD from University of South Africa.Ergun

Caner holds M.Div. and Th.M. degrees from Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary and a

Th.D. from the University of South Africa. The author of several books, including Gold Medallion

winner Unveiling Islam, Caner is the Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs at Arlington

Baptist College in Texas.



Excellent book, very well organized and surprisingly durable for a $20-25 hardcover. Outlines basic

concepts really well. Having been made religiously illiterate from relying on the King James Bible

throughout my youth, discovering apologetics has really helped my understanding of Christianity.

However, I think the best feature of this book is how it outlines other religions in comparison to

Christianity, and highlights their distinctions to refute the often-made claim that religions just borrow

concepts from each other.

Thank you for sending this book in such great condition. This book for anybody that wants to know

is loaded with the best information for someone that's doing any kind of biblical studies on

apologetics. It will also help with things in a worldly manner. I have never seen a book written this

way. There were many people that contributed to this book. You can see that's the same for many

other books. However, this book literally has the reviews and personal documentation from those

that have journeyed through the information they personally were researching and needed for

themselves and those they were teaching. In all that is what makes this Encyclopedia the best on

the topic of Popular Apologetics.

Ed Hindson and Ergun Caner have done an outstanding job bringing together the writings of some

of the best apologists to share insights about topics from Abortion to Arianism to Docetism,

Gnosticism, Postmodernism and Secular Humanism. The Popular Encyclopedia of Apologetics is

one of the best resources I've seen in one volume for Christians who want to learn more about

defending the Christian Faith. If you are on a limited budget for purchasing books, be sure to put this

one at the top of your list.

This is one of my favorite books. I have literally used this in almost every one of my research

papers, from Criminal Justice to Psychological papers.

This is a must have for all cwho claim Jesus Christ today. This lets you read historically, factually,

and evangelistically the different things you will encounter while sharing your faith or talking to

people. If you want to win souls and be effective at training others to share their faith, get this book

today.

Great!



I think this work largely accomplished what it set out to do, be a quick reference to popular issues in

apologetics. I don't know if I like this being called an encyclopedia though, this fits more into a

category like "Holman's QuickSource Guides" (Doug Powell's is excellent by the way). One of it's

strong points is it's breadth of subject matter. From Plantinga's Reformed Epistemology to the

analogy of being to mentioning the UFO cult the Nuwaubians (it's about time!), this book has a taste

of just about everything you wouldn't possibly think of. And don't let Ergun Caner's name disuade

you; he may be highly unpopular but the rest of the Liberty University faculty that contributed to this

work are pretty cool guys (I had them for professors). So if you're looking for something that gets to

meat with out alot of bones on a wide range of subjects, this is your book.

Plenty of great information on a wide variety of topics surrounding apologetics. I purchased it for a

class at Liberty University, but will keep it for future reference material.
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